wechsler individual achievement test australian and new - why can’t I purchase some products our products are restricted and can only be purchased by those who are qualified to administer them based on the qualifications, q global pearson clinical australia new zealand - sign in to the q global platform introducing q global pearson s web based platform for test administration scoring and reporting it houses the industry’s gold, q interactive resources pearson s 1 1 ipad based - if you are a current pearson customer you will not need to complete a pearson qualification form when your q interactive account is set up pearson customer service, das ii differential ability scales ii - the differential ability scales ii cognitive assessment provides in depth analysis of learning abilities use das ii test now for effective interventions, literacy how components of comprehensive literacy - literacy how specializes in applying reading research to successful classroom practice, finding the right intervention to increase processing speed - finding the right intervention to help your child increase his processing speed and writing skills is worth the effort there are multiple issues to consider